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12. Populációk
Genetikai rokonság
Diploid öröklés szülőktől: egy apai és egy anyai kromoszóma, melyek a
meiózis alatt rekombinálódnak (apai szülői kromoszómák egymással és
az anyai szülő kromoszómák egymással). Szülőket a gyerekekkel együtt
szekvenálva nagy biztonsággal megállapíthatóak az örökölt haplotípusok.
Ezt örökletes betegségeket okozó mutációk keresésére lehet használni (ld. 2
ábrát).
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A közös haplotípusok, azaz IBD szegmensek (identity-by-descent) elárulják
Figure S2B
a rokonságot.

Half-siblings:
Chromosome 1

IBD

1. ábra. Öröklődési állapotok családi
négyesben. (a) Két szülő (szélen)
és két gyerekük (középen), a nyilak
jelzik a rekombinációk helyét. (b)
10 lehetséges közös genotípus (felül a
szülők, alul a gyerekek, baloldalt apa,
jobboldalt anya). (c) nem informatív
genotípusok, (d-e) öröklődési hiba.
[Roach++]
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2. ábra. A két gyerek genotípusai. A
jelzett gének egy ritka örökletes betegségben (Miller szindróma) játszhatnak
szerepet.[Roach++]
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Fig. 1. The landscape of recombination. Each chromosome in this schematic karyotype is used to
represent information abstracted from the four corresponding chromosomes of the two children in the
alapítók +
pedigree. It is vertically split to indicate the inheritance state from the father (left half) and mother (right
növekvés
half), as shown in the key. The three compound heterozygous (DHODH, DNAH5, and KIAA0556) and one
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) to compare models while
recessive (CES1) candidate gene, depicted by red bands, lie in “identical” blocks. (Inset) Scatterplot of
controlling for their different degrees of freedom (see the algoHapMap recombination rates (in centimorgans per megabase) within the predicted crossover regions. The
rithm reported in Table S2).
maximum value of centimorgans per megabase found in each window is shown in red. The left hisThree models were used for the inference in the AJ population
3.
ábra.
Populációméret változása.
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togram shows the size distribution of recombination windows (log10 value of –0.58 T 0.92). The top
a model of exponential expansion ðME Þ, (2) a model including
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graph
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(3) a model of two exponential-expansion periods separated by
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that egyedszám,
occurred
400
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the entire genome (blue). A shift of 6 kb from the observed locations eliminates the correlation with
flexibility to fit the IBD-sharing summary extracted for the AJ popAccounting for Phase Errors
present.
This analysis
outlines
the
unique
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of procedure descri
hotspots. Of 155 recombination windows, 92 contained a HapMap site with >10 cM/Mb. Only
five
ulation, resulting in a poor fit (particularly for shorter segments) The inference
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and unrealistically large values for the recent population size. assumes that high-quality IBD i
randomly picked windows are expected to contain such high recombination rates.
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long-range IBD sharing
to recent
variation.
We therefore
excluded this demographic
model from further analysis.
For
real data sets are analyzed, several

5 x 10–3
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models MFE and MEFE , we used the following rejection-sampling
approach to maximize the model likelihood around the leastsquares solution obtained in the previous step. (1) For each model,
for each model parameter, we generated a list of neighboring
points by allowing each parameter to vary by 5 3% of its current
value. (2) For each point on such a local grid, we sampled several
random data sets of sharing individuals by using the corresponding demographic parameters (details in Table S3). We created
each data set by sampling random sharing values for independent
individual pairs from the distribution of Equation 17. (3) For each
analyzed set of parameter values, we computed a likelihood as
the fraction of data points for which the deviation between AJ
and sampled sharing was smaller than a tolerance threshold
d (dx0:089 for MFE and dx0:037 for MEFE ). (4) We updated the
current point to the most likely point in the analyzed neighborhood, if any, and iterated steps 1–3 until no point with a higher
likelihood was found. (5) We applied the AIC to compare models.
For both models, only one iteration of the above local maximization was required. The most likely parameter values in the grid
matched those obtained with the least-squares approach, except
for the current population size, which increased by 3% for model
MFE and decreased by 3% for model MEFE . When comparing the
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Evaluation of the Inference in Populations of Varying
Size
Populációk
története
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We tested the accuracy of our inference procedure for
the cases
of either an exponential increase or decrease in
Az IBD szegmensek sokat elárulnak egy populáción belüli rokonsági
fokokpopulation
size (expansion or contraction, respectively;
ról,
és így a populációk történetéről is.
5 x 10
Figure 1B). We simulated 450 synthetic populations that
underwent an exponential expansion and 450 that underB
1 x 10
went exponential4.contraction
(see Table
S1 for
ábra. A populáció
méretének
vál- a list of
parameters).
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IBD
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a 278 cM
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chromosome. Weritkábbak,
evaluated
the
accuracy
of
the
kevesebb alapítóval gyako- inferred
demography
by
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the
ratio
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true
and
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1 x 10
ribbak (Na times 0.1), több generáció
sizes of each analyzed
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(Figure
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tion
size
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10%
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true
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95% of the
1 x 10
time. The population size of recent generations was harder
1 x 10
to infer because of the scarcity of long IBD segments in
very large populations (this scarcity is due to a low chance
of recent coalescent events).
Figure 3. Effects of Demographic Parameters on IBD Sharing
Note that the reconstruction accuracy is influenced by
Analízis:
véletlenofmintavételezéssel
When
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constant size Ne is(MCMC),
considered populáció
(A), a largertörténetet mosample
size and length of the analyzed region (see Material
number of individuals in the population results in a decreased
and
Methods).
The rates of expansion and contraction also
chance of sharing IBD segments across all length intervals. A
similar behavior is observed for the case of an exponential popula- substantially affect the ability to recover the correct population expansion (B) parameterized by Na ancestral individuals
tion size; faster expansion and contraction rates incur more
exponentially expanding to Nc current individuals during G generations. Larger values of Na and Nc correspond to a smaller chance noisy estimates (the testing reported in Figure 4 included
extreme and possibly unrealistically large rates of expanof IBD sharing for short and long segments, respectively. For fixed
Na and Nc, changes in G (affecting the expansion rate) have an
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Figure 6. MKK Demography
IBD sharing is high across MKK samples,
particularly for long haplotypes. Our analysis of the observed distribution of haplotype sharing (red) with the use of a
single-population model (blue) suggests
occurrence of a severe population contraction in recent generations (~23,500 ancestral individuals decreasing to ~500 current
individuals during 23 generations at a high
exponential rate r ~ !0.17). An alternative
demographic model containing several
small demes that interact through high
migration rates creates the same effect as
a recent severe population bottleneck and
provides and alternative justification to the
abundance and distribution of IBD sharing.
In particular, we reconstructed a plausible
scenario (dashed CI obtained through
random resampling of 200 synthetic data
sets) in which 44 villages of 485 individuals
each intermix with a migration rate of
0.13 per individual per generation.
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Figure 5. Reconstruction for the AJ Demographic History
We applied several demographic models to study the demographic history of 500 self-reported AJ individuals on the basis of the observed
distribution of haplotype sharing (green line). The parameters of exponential expansion can be optimized to provide a good fit when
only long (R5 cM) segments are considered (red line, Figure 1B; best fit: Nc # 97; 700; 000, G ¼ 26, and Na # 1; 300). However, this model
is not flexible enough to accommodate abundant short segments found in this population. The milder slope observed between segments
of 2–5 cM in length suggests a larger ancestral population size that rapidly recovered from a severe founder event by expanding to reach
a large modern population size (purple line, Figure 1C; best-fit: Nc # 12; 800; 000; G ¼ 35; Na1 # 230; and Na2 # 70; 600Þ: Still, this
model cannot provide a good fit for additional slope variation (observed for segments
cM) that
well explained
by an addiNativebetween
American 1–2
Migrations
from is
Sequence
Data
tional exponential expansion that precedes the founder event but that is distinct from the other, more recent expansion (orange line;
Figure 1D; best-fit: Nc # 42; 000; 000; G1 ¼ 33; Na1 # 23; Na2 # 37; 800; Na3 # 1; 800; and G2 ¼ 167). All population sizes are expressed
as diploid individuals. G2 was not optimized because it was assumed that G1 þ G2 ¼ 200.

seminomadic population. Although little demographic
evidence has been reported, the MKK population is in
fact believed to have a slow but steady annual population
growth.47 We hypothesized that a high level of migration
across small-sized MKK villages (Manyatta) provides
a potential explanation for the observed IBD patterns in
this population. In such a model, a small genetic pool for
recent generations gradually becomes larger as a result of
migration across villages as one moves back into the past.
To validate the plausibility of this hypothesis, we simulated
a demographic scenario in which multiple small villages
interact through high migration rates. This setting is similar
to Wright’s island model,48 and we shall refer to it as the
village model in this case (Figure S7). We extracted IBD information for one of the simulated villages and attempted to
infer its demographic history by using a single-population
model of exponential expansion and contraction (Figure 1).
Indeed, the single-population model provides a good fit for
this synthetic sample, and the severity of the gradual
contraction of the population was observed to be proportional to the simulated migration rate. We thus used the
village model to analyze the MKK demography and relied
on coalescent simulations to retrieve its parameters: migration rate, size, and number of villages that provide a good fit
for the empirical distribution of IBD segments. We observed
a compatible fit for this model, in which 44 villages of 485
individuals each intermix with a migration rate of 0.13
individuals per generation (Figure 6).
Note that, although our simulations involved several
villages of constant size, adequate choices of migration
rates would result in the signature of a drastic contraction
even among expanding villages (and, therefore, overall
expanding population). From a methodological point of
view, we further note that LD might also provide information for inferring such a ‘‘village effect.’’ However, although
current strategies for IBD detection allow finding shared
haplotypes in the presence of computational phasing

errors, LD analysis over long genomic intervals is substantially affected by noisy phase information (Figure S8).

5. ábra. Askenázik (baloldalt)
IBD szegmensei EFE modellre
Amerika benépesedése. A különféle populációk keveredése is látszik a haploutalnak. Nc = 2300 (-200 getípusok eloszlásában. Ehhez a migráció modellezését is beépítik az öröklési
neráció), % 45 k (-34 generáció)
modellbe (admixture).
& 270 % 4.3 M. Maszájok
története: az effektív populáció exponenciálisan csökken
a founder event (Figure 1D). We focused our analysis on lescent simulations that also reproduce noise due to compugenerations 1–200 (i.e., setting G1 þ G2 ¼ 200 in tational phasing and IBD discovery (Material and Methods).
Nc of = 23500 (-23 generáció) ,
Figure 1D). The considered model allows Na3 founders to We obtained an improved fit for a population composed
exponentially expand to a population of Na2 individuals ~2,300 ancestors 200 generations before the present;
&this
500 (a populációk kis falvakban
during G2 generations. After a founder event, Na1 individuals population exponentially expanded to reach ~45,000 indikoncentrálódik).
are randomly selected and exponentially expand to reach viduals 34 generations ago. After a severe founder event, the
Discussion

Recent availability of high-density genetic data has enabled
the investigation of human diversity at increasingly high
levels of detail. Although the vast majority of human
genetic variation arose in the panhuman ancestral population and is therefore shared across continents, substantial
local differentiation between populations occurred as a
consequence of fine-scale demographic events of more
recent history.49 The intricate structure of these events is
most visible through population-specific allele frequencies
that models of panmictic admixture fail to adequately
explain.18 As sequencing technologies provide new insights into recent genetic variation, our ability to understand these demographic patterns becomes essential.
In this paper, we developed a formal relationship between
demographic history and the distribution of IBD-shared
haplotypes between purportedly unrelated individuals.
This allowed us to provide an inference procedure for
demographic events that occurred in recent millennia. The
proposed approach can take into account subtle correlation
structures induced by long-range haplotypes, a distinguishing advantage compared to existing methods. Specifically,
methods that assume independence of markers (e.g., allele
frequency spectrum) ignore this correlation, whereas
methods that focus on stronger forms of local correlation
(e.g., LD) fail to capture this source of information. It is the
ability of our approach to account for long-range correlations across individual pairs that translates into higher
resolution when reconstructing recent historical events.
With the maturation of population-scale sequencing technologies, direct observation of rare variants will pave new
ways for investigating recent demography. Accounting for
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a current population of Nc individuals during the remaining population was reduced to ~270 individuals, which then
G1 generations. Using this model, we were able to obtain expanded rapidly during 33 generations (rate r ~ 0.29) and
a good fit for the entire IBD frequency spectrum, correspond- reached a modern population of ~4,300,000 individuals.
ing to the parameter values Na3 # 1; 800; Na2 # 37; 800;
Na1 # 230; and G1 ¼ 33 (therefore, G2 ¼ 167) and Exponential Contraction in the MKK Individuals: The
Nc # 42; 000; 000: Model comparison based on the AIC Village Model
supports this model over simpler demographic scenarios We additionally investigated the demographic profile of 56
(see Material and Methods). We note that the most recent samples of self-reported unrelated MKK individuals from
expansion period was inferred to have a considerably high the HapMap 3 data set (Material and Methods). We derate (r ~ 0.37, defined in Equation 7). More complex models tected high levels of segmental sharing across individuals,
(e.g., inferring the value of G2 and allowing for a founder consistent with recent analysis of hidden relatedness in
event predating the remote expansion) did not significantly this sample.32,33 Genome-wide IBD sharing was elevated
improve on the reported demography.
among all individual pairs, suggesting high rates of recent
Amerikai
populációk
(Puerto
Ricoi, kolumbiai,
mexikói)
genotípusai
When real
data is analyzed,
the quality
of computational
common ancestry
across
the entire group rather than
phasing and IBD detection might affect the reconstruction the presence of occasional cryptic relatives due to errors
alapján
kirajzolódik
a
kontinens
története:
kb.
16000
évvel
ezelőtti
alapító
accuracy. Inaccuracies in the recovery of long-range during sample collection (Figure S6). Optimizing a model
IBD haplotypes
are reflected
in the inferred current size of of exponential expansion and contraction (Figure 1A),
populáció
+ migrációk.
American
Migrations from Sequence Data
the AJ population, which is extremely large. This is most we obtained a good fit to the observed IBDNative
frequency
speclikely due to long IBD segments being shortened to smaller trum (Figure 6), suggesting that an ancestral population of
segments because of switch errors during computational ~23,500 individuals decreased to ~500 current individuals
phasing, in addition to greater uncertainty associated with during the course of 23 generations (r ~ $0.17). We note
the inference of recent large population sizes (Figure 3 and that this result might not be driven by an actual gradual
Figure S5). We therefore refined inferred parameters to population contraction in the MKK individuals, but it
take into account such potential bias by using realistic coa- most likely reflects the societal structure of this
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Figure 2. (a) Individual ancestry proportions in the 1000 Genomes CLM, MXL, and PUR populations according to ADMIXTURE, (b) Map showing the
sampling locations for the populations most closely related to the Native components of the 1000 Genomes populations. (c) Principal component
analysis restricted to genomic segments inferred to be of Native Ancestry in these populations, compared to a reference panel of Native American
groups from [40], pooled according to country of origin as a proxy for geography. Populations sampled across many locations are labeled according
to the country of the centroid of locations. (d) Zoomed version of the PCA plot, showing specific Native American population labels, colored
according to country of origin.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g002

does not necessarily indicate a single, punctual event, but probable
contact between an admixed population and Native American
individuals during that period. By contrast, we find no evidence for
continuing African gene flow in CLM.

Identity by descent analysis
We used germline [55] and the trio-phased OMNI data above
to identify segments identical-by-descent (IBD) within and across
populations (see Text S1). Not surprisingly, we found more IBD

6. ábra. Az elmúlt néhány száz év
migrációi látszanak a haplotípusok
eloszlásában
.

Figure 3. Ancestry tract length distribution in PUR (a) and CLM (b) compared to the predictions of the best-fitting migration model.
Solid lines represent model predictions
are one
standard
deviation
regions surrounding the predictions, assuming a
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Poisson distribution of counts per bin. The best-fitting models are displayed under each graph. Pie charts sizes indicate the proportion of migrants at
each generation, and the pie parts represent the fraction of migrants of each origin at a given generation. Migrants are taken to have uniform
continental ancestry. ‘Single-pulse’ ADMIXTURE events occurring at non integer time in generations are distributed among neighboring generations: in
[Gravel+]
the CLM, the inferred onset was 13.02 generations ago (ga). The model involves founding 14 ga, but almost complete replacement 13 ga. At 30 years
per generation [68], 14.9 ga corresponds to c:1566, and 13 to c:1623. Model parameters and confidence intervals are displayed in Table S1 in the Text
S1 file.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1004023.g003

